Background and Objectives: Robot-assisted laparoscopic radical prostatectomy (RALRP) is said to provide excellent long-term continence. In this study, we compared the early incontinence outcomes of our patients, who had undergone no reconstruction, posterior reconstruction only, or total anatomic restoration and posterior reconstruction.
INTRODUCTION
Robot-assisted laparoscopic radical prostatectomy (RALRP) has been found to result in urinary continence rates as high as 97% at 12 months. 1 With a 3-dimensional view, magnification and more freedom of movement result in precise application of surgical techniques and avoid excessive dissection or damage to crucial tissues that may contribute to urinary continence.
To achieve maximum continence in a minimum of postsurgical time, various methods have been described. One of the most widely used techniques is posterior reconstruction with the Rocco stitch, which has been shown to improve both short-and long-term continence rates. 2 Anterior reconstruction techniques, total anatomic restoration, and fascia preservation techniques have been published, and all are thought to improve continence rates. [3] [4] [5] With the description of many methods for anatomic reconstruction to provide good continence results, the early return of continence is a goal in RALRP. In this study we sought to compare the early incontinence outcomes of our patients, whom we treated with RALRP using no reconstruction, posterior reconstruction only, or total anatomic restoration combined with posterior reconstruction techniques.
METHOD
We retrospectively analyzed the patients who underwent RALRP for localized prostate cancer performed by a single surgeon (V.T.) in our clinic between January 1, were generally either the standard approach or posterior reconstruction. With improved experience, we began to perform total anatomic restoration.
Patients with neurogenic bladder or a history of incontinence or urethral or pelvic interventions were excluded from the study.
Surgical Techniques
All RALRPs were performed by using the Frankfurt technique described by Wolfram and colleagues. 6 Posterior reconstruction was achieved, as previously defined by using the Rocco stitch (a 3-0 V-Loc suture; Covidien, Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA). 7 Total anatomic restoration was performed according to the published technique of Tewari and colleagues. 4 After the operation, the drains were removed, and the patients were discharged on postoperative day 2, unless their drain output was higher than 100 mL/24 hours. The urethral catheter was removed at postoperative day 10. All patients were interviewed by the same physician 1 week and 1, 3, 6, and 12 months after the surgery. Continence was defined as no leakage or use of a safety pad for minimal leakage. The main outcome measure was continence at postoperative week 1 and at months 1, 6, and 12. 
Statistical Analysis

RESULTS
Between the years of 2009 and 2016, 234 patients underwent RALRP in our clinic for localized prostate disease that satisfied our criteria. Seventy-four patients underwent surgery with the standard approach, 88 had posterior reconstruction, and 77 had total anatomic restoration and posterior reconstruction. Patients who underwent RALRP with the standard approach were placed in group 1, those who had the standard approach and posterior reconstruction with the Rocco stitch were placed in group 2, and those who underwent total anatomic restoration with posterior restoration were placed in group 3. All patients had organconfined disease with low risk. Mean patient age, body mass index (BMI), prostate specific antigen (PSA), prostate volume, and International Index of Erectile Function (IIEF) scores were similar among the groups (Table 1).
In group 1, 49 patients had a Gleason score of 3ϩ3 and 25 had 3ϩ4. In group 2, 59 patients were 3ϩ3, and 29 were 3ϩ4. In group 3, 48 patients were 3ϩ3, and 24 were 3ϩ4.
Mean blood loss was similar among the groups. Operative time, however, was significantly longer in group 3 compared to other groups. Hospital stay was also similar. were continent (P ϭ .020). One month after the surgery, the continence rates for groups 1, 2, and 3 were 56.7, 67, and 75%, respectively (P ϭ .065). After 6 and 12 months, the continence rates for groups 1, 2, and 3 were 72.9 and 87.8%, 81.8 and 89.7%, and 84.7 and 91.6%, respectively (P ϭ .178 and .7484).
Complications were assessed according to the modified Clavien's classification system. 8 There were no intraoperative complications during RALP in the 3 groups of patients. There were no multiorgan dysfunctions or deaths (grades 4 or 5). Prolonged paralytic ileus was managed conservatively in 4 patients, and fever and pain were managed with antipyretics and analgesic agents in 9 patients. Three patients needed blood transfusions. No patients presented with acute urinary retention after catheter removal.
DISCUSSION
In the past decade, RALRP has been one of the most favored techniques used to treat prostate cancer. The main reasons to decide on RALRP over other techniques are the lower rates of incontinence and impotence and good cancer control. These 3 aspects have been called a "trifecta." 9 When lack of complications and positive surgical margins are added, and the term changes to a "pentafecta." 10 One of the most important elements of both the trifecta and pentafecta is continence. RALRP has been found to have excellent continence rates. In long-term followup, continence rates have been reported to be up to 96% at 12 months 10 and up to 94.6% at 36 months after surgery. 11 In our study, similar to the literature, we had a mean rate of continence of 87.8% in a standard RALRP group in 12 months. With posterior reconstruction, the continence rates rose to 89.7%, and with total anatomic reconstruction, it improved to as high as 91.6%. tively. In 7 days, however, the reconstruction group had significantly better continence rates (28.7% vs 22.7%; P ϭ .048). Rocco and colleagues, 14 in their comparative series, compared 120 patients who underwent RALRP with posterior reconstruction with 120 historic open retropubic radical prostatectomies. All prostatectomies in their series involved posterior reconstruction. They reported continence rates of 70% at 1 month, 93% at 6 months, and 97% at 12 months.
Various surgeons performed RALRP with anterior and posterior reconstruction. However, generally, anterior reconstruction was performed only with suturing the bladder to the puboprostatic ligaments or pubic bone. 15 Menon and colleagues 16 reported patients who underwent either standard or RALRP with anterior and posterior reconstruction techniques. They reported an incontinence rate of 51% in the standard group and 54% in the RALRP group after 7 days. They found no significant difference among groups. Tan and colleagues compared standard, anterior, and total reconstruction techniques and found that successful outcomes significantly favored total reconstruction it 1, 6, 12, 26, and 52 weeks after removal. 17 Our study revealed similar results. One week after catheter removal, groups 1, 2, and 3 had continence rates of 24.3, 31.8, and 45.8%, respectively, with total anatomic restoration being the most successful, as mentioned in the literature. After 1 month, continence in the total anatomic restoration group improved to 75%, being the highest among groups. Groups 1 and 2 also had comparable continence rates (56.7% and 67%, both significant). It is clear that anatomic restoration improves continence rates in the early period after RALRP. The difference in continence rates at week 1 was statistically significant (P ]lt] .05). Even though other parameters seemed higher in the total-restoration group, immediate continence after 1 week was significantly better. Outcomes of groups and similar studies are summarized in Table 2 .
We recognize the following limitations in our study: first, we had a small number of cases. Second, our study was retrospective in design. The first operations were performed with the standard approach and, with increasing experience, total anatomic restoration was preferred. Further experience may cause better continence rates. Also, the continence criteria were not strict. We accepted minimal leakage as continent, and that definition may have improved our outcomes for all groups. We believe a randomized controlled multi-institutional study would be the most successful.
CONCLUSION
Total anatomic restoration may have an important role in early return to continence (especially immediately after catheter removal), even though the long-term rates in the 3 groups were similar. Although nearly all patients undergoing RALRP are continent in the long term, we believe total anatomic restoration is the most effective approach for early return to continence.
